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Abstract: Sharp, programmable, linear, integrated filters are enabling components for software defined and
cognitive radio applications. They are used to isolate the desired signal in the frequency domain prior to
sampling so as to avoid undesirable aliasing. However, they are difficult to realize: SAW and MEMS based filters
are sharp and linear but not very programmable; active filters can be sharp and programmable but are not very
linear; sampled charge domain filtering is sharp and programmable but the burden of the linearity is on the
front end voltage-current converter. This talk describes an alternative approach that uses time-varying (as
opposed to time-invariant) circuits.
While any circuit that employs a mixer or a sampling switch can be classified as time-varying, this
technique differs in employing circuit components whose values are intentionally varied in time. The technique
upends the conventional wisdom that strong filters are required to prevent signal aliasing upon sampling.
Instead, it exploits the very same sampling aliases to realize very sharp, filtering. The basics of the time-varying
circuit design approach will be explained and its application illustrated with radio front-ends and spectrum
scanner examples. Measurement results from recent prototype integrated circuits will also be presented. Time
permitting, an analysis technique will also be described.
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